
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF STYAL PARISH COUNCIL 

AT 7.30 PM ON MONDAY 22ND NOVEMBER 2021 
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PRESENT:  Councillor R Dixon, Chairman  
   Councillor C Novak, Vice-Chairman 
   Councillor C Buckley 
   Councillor P Highfield 
   Councillor H Moss 
IN ATTENDANCE: Members of the public  

1 APOLOGIES:  Councillors Gray and Bullock 

2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST AND DISPENSATIONS 
2.1 Declarations Of Interest 

Councillor Novak Item 7.1.1 Wilmslow Phoenix Club Interest as a neighbour 
Councillor Highfield Item 7.1.1 Wilmslow Phoenix Club Runs a sports group at the club  

2.2 Dispensations 
None  

3 MINUTES 
To approve as correct records the minutes of the Council meeting held on 4th October 2021 and the Planning 
meeting on 8th November 2021. Proposed by Councillor Dixon, seconded by Councillor Highfield, and subject 
to the correction of minor typographical errors. RESOLVED: The minutes were accepted as true records. 

4 POLICE REPORT 
No report was available 

5 NATIONAL TRUST REPORT 
Jen Birch, from the National Trust, provided the following report: 
• New Structure  

Jen explained that staff were still settling into the new structure at the Mill and the changes to working 
patterns caused by Covid  

• Winter Hours 
The Mill will close at 4.00pm rather than 5.00pm 
At present rather than open public tours, there are free timed tours which take place on Wednesday to 
Friday 

• Christmas 
Tickets to meet Santa have been sold out but the Christmas trail in the garden requires no pre-booking 

• Green Recovery Fund 
There is a lot of work being carried out which enables conservation work to be carried out along with 
making improvements to the land and nature. 
Lisa, the local partnerships coordinator, will be in touch in the near future regarding volunteering sessions 
and to answer any questions 

• PC/NT Meetings 
Jen thought the meetings between the Council and the NT were useful and wondered if they should be 
reinstated - perhaps three times a year? 
Councillors agreed they meetings should recommence and that dates should be suggested some time in 
the new year 

• Dog Waste 
The Mill has taken on a separate contract for our dog waste removal, as processing the waste as part of 
our general waste contract was no longer viable. The contractor is a supplier for the whole of the National 
Trust. 
The dog waste bins are emptied on a Friday and a Monday so the bins are empty for the start of the 
weekend. If the bins get full between these times they will be emptied by staff and transferred to an 
overflow waste bin.   
Although it is an expensive option, there is evidence that the amount of dog mess has been reduced. 

Councillor Novak stated that there was a serious problem regarding horse waste, especially in Holts Lane 
which has become a horse excrement lavatory. In addition riders do not keep to the bridle paths. He stated 
that some horse riders are rude and 'do not see the problem'.  
This is also a problem in the Upper Gardens Lane and Apprentice Lane both of which are private. Councillor 
Novak added that he thought a squeeze point on Apprentice Lane would prevent horses from using it. 
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6 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (10 MINUTES) 
Residents raised the following issues and comments: 
• Post Code Problem 

There are 27 residences with a post code of SK9 4JE which is around the Oak Cottages area. An elderly 
resident explained that he had falls from time to time but ambulances could not always find the correct 
address for some time. 
The Clerk will research options to enable emergency services to immediately identify the correct address 

• Hollin Lane Horseshoe 
There were a number of issues regarding the Hollin Lane horseshoe: 
 Cheshire East Highways had recently swept Hollin Lane but had omitted to sweep the horseshoe. 

The Clerk will report the problem to Highway 
 There are potholes on the road and also on the pavement. A resident had reported the problem to 

Cheshire East Highways but no action had been taken.  
The Clerk will report the problem again on behalf of the resident and suggested that the resident submit 
another report. She stated that images would assist Cheshire East to determine the severity of the 
problem. The resident who reported the potholes offered to send images to the Clerk  

 It was previously reported that the field at the back of the horseshoe is badly overgrown even though 
there is a footpath running through it. The Clerk had attempted to contact the owner of the field but had 
had no success. 
The resident who had reported the problem offered to send the Clerk further details regarding the owner 
of the field 

 Three skewbald horses have appeared in the field at the back of the horseshoe and there was 
speculation about it being instance of fly-grazing. 
Until the owner of the field can be contacted, it is impossible to comment 

• Meadowend, 93 Hollin Lane 
The grass verge on the opposite side of the road to the construction site at Meadowend had been badly 
carved up by a lorry or a similar heavy vehicle. 
If anything similar happens again, a Councillor will visit the site and discuss the problem with the 
contractor. 

7 PLANNING MATTERS 
7.1 Planning Applications to be Considered 

To discuss current planning applications  
7.1.1 21/5730M Wilmslow Phoenix Sports Club 

21/5730M Wilmslow Phoenix Sports Club, Styal Road, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 4HP 
 
Conversion of existing grass playing pitch to astroturf all weather surface with 
lighting and the conversion of existing overflow area to form associated formal 
parking. 

05/12/2021 

Prior to discussing the application a statement from the residents of Clarendon Cottages was read out which 
detailed their concerns about the planning application. Councillors were appreciative of the statement but 
were unable to make any decisions based on its contents. 
Councillors supported this application in principle but had some concerns which, it was hoped, would be 
alleviated by appropriate conditions being placed on the application as follows:. 
• Lighting. 

Lighting for the proposed pitch will be much nearer to neighbouring properties. 
Some neighbours already see the floodlights from existing pitches inside their homes. Unless this lighting 
is suitably positioned and shielded, it will create serious light pollution. 
Conditions placed on lighting should include floodlights always being turned off when not in use and a 
strict adherence to the 10pm limit for an overnight shutdown. 

• Noise 
Inevitably there is noise from a sports enterprise and, although it is generally at an acceptable level at 
present, it is contended that a new pitch some 50+ metres closer to neighbouring houses could take the 
noise level to an unacceptable level. 
Styal Council would hope that the applicant will consider noise reduction measures such as acoustic 
fencing and effective baffles on equipment, for example kick boards etc.. 
The application states that additional trees will be planted to help mitigate noise and light pollution. 
Whereas this is a positive step, consideration should be given to the potential impact upon neighbours' 
houses and gardens from the creation of unacceptable shadows. 
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Alan Murdoch, a representative from the Phoenix Club, was present and the Chairman invited him to 
speak about the application. 
He explained that he was more than happy to discuss the application with residents from Clarendon 
Cottages to allay their fears and also work with them to reach mutually beneficial agreements. 
He went into some detail about the measures he would take to achieve the desired results although the 
Council thought it inappropriate to list them as they related to the residents' statement already referred to.    

7.2 Other Planning Matters 
A resident contacted the Council reiterating his concerns about the demountable garage at the Hayloft Barn 
on Altrincham Road. The application remains unassigned so Council will consider it again at the next meeting. 

8 HIGHWAYS  MATTERS 
8.1 General Highways Matters 

There had been little progress regarding the repair of Highways issues that had already been reported to 
Cheshire East. 
Some potholes had been repaired but it appears that they have been patched rather than having a full repair. 
Problems reported to Highways generally get processed quicker if there are images to support the complaint. 
The Clerk had previously offered  to report issues to Highways if she was sent the location and images. 
Unfortunately she has, so far not received anything.  

8.2 Flooding on Moss Lane, Wilkins Lane and the Closed Part of Altrincham Road 
All ditches on the airport side of the fence have been cleared and are reported to be running freely. 
Other work is being carried out by the Airport and CEC but there is nothing more to report at the moment. 

8.3 ANPR Cameras 
Note: The cameras are actually called average speed cameras which uses ANPR technology. 
There is an initiative to enable small villages and parishes to install average speed cameras. It is being 
backed by John Dwyer, the Police and Crimes Commissioner, ChALC and a Parish Councillor. 
The PCC is proposing an initial pilot scheme in at least four localities where average speed cameras could be 
installed. These cameras have been proven to reduce speeds. 
Average speed cameras are expensive and could cost £5,000 per annum. It may be possible to obtain a 
Public Works Loan Board loan. 
To reduce costs it might be possible to 'share' the cameras with maybe up to three other villages (each, 
possibly having the camera a month each?) 
Styal is too late to join the pilot scheme which, it is hoped, will start early next year. However, the Clerk 
expressed the Council's interest in the scheme and has been promised to be kept up to date 

8.4 Other Highways Matters 
• Station Road Speed Limit 

Station Road has street lights which are approximately 30 metres (98.43 feet) apart and are concentrated 
near Clarendon Cottages. 
According to the Road Traffic Regulation Act: 
• any road which has street lights placed less than 200 yards apart is classed as a 30mph speed zone 

unless displayed otherwise 
• But even major single or dual carriageways that may normally carry a 60mph or 70mph limit can be 

dropped down if they use street lights. 
It is appreciated that Station Road has signs indicating that the speed limit is 60mph, but surely the 
presence of street lights so close together points to an anomaly? 
Note the document referred to below has been revisited in October 2021, is now in draft form and will be 
subject to public consultation in the near future. It is likely that such fundamental statements will remain in 
the new document but rumour has it the new document might make reference to 20 is plenty - in which 
case the argument for reducing the speed limit on Station Road is strengthened.: 
Cheshire East's Speed Management Strategy states that a 40mph limit should apply when: 
1 Settlement has shop(s), school(s), public house, petrol station etc 
2 Significant development on both sides of road, but not necessarily continuous, with some development 
in depth, overall frontage exceeds 400m in length. 
3 Some pedestrian/cycle activity throughout the day with possible peaks associated with schools etc. 
4 Some provision for pedestrians/cyclists or acknowledged need and possible warning signs. 
Obviously 1. above does not apply if a narrow interpretation of settlement is applied. 
2. Applies in part albeit that not all the houses actually front on to Station Road, Clarendon Cottages' only 
egress is via Station Road 3. Applies in full. 
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4. Applies in part in that the Parish Council has acknowledged a need for protection of pedestrians and 
schoolchildren. 
Some extra provisions should be implemented to safeguard pedestrians and school children (zebra 
crossing perhaps??) 
It would appear that Station Road meets more criteria than Cheshire East is prepared to admit 
Councillor Stockton has submitted these findings to Cheshire East on the Council's behalf 

9 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 
Councillor Highfield provided a detailed report following analysis of the resident survey carried out from Late 
July to the end of September 2021. The survey was part of the process for developing a Neighbourhood Plan 
for Styal and was advertised by a number of different methods. In addition a leaflet was delivered to every 
home, business and institution within Styal parish. 
The purpose of the survey was to ask residents what aspects of Styal village they value, what aspects cause 
problems and to identify issues that could be incorporated into the developing Neighbourhood Plan. 
Non-residents were also able to complete a different but related questionnaire. Note that this report only 
shows the results from resident responses. 
Results:  
Responder Profile: 103 residents c. 20% of over-18's  (2011 census) 

44% of respondents have lived in Styal for less than four years 
43% of respondents have lived in Styal for more than ten years 

40% live in 1 or 2 person households 
46% live in households of 4 or more 

12% have children attending Styal Primary School 
17% have children who will start at Styal Primary School within 4 years 

 
Village Amenities 

72% of respondents are satisfied with village amenities 

Around 90% use NT QB and Chapel Woods and the Ship 

However, when asked to rank the top things about living in Styal, amenities 
are a poor 4th to Nature/Community/Location 
 

Also ranked 3rd in list of things liked least 
    - Lack of provision for children mentioned 

 
Quality of Life 

Asked whether various aspect of the village were important: 

83% said that Open & Green space was extremely important 

Other high scoring aspects were 
Wildlife/habitats; Rural Atmosphere; Community; Safe Environment 

 
Safety 

Asked whether various aspect of the village were important: 

60% see Styal as a safe place BUT concerns about traffic and parking 

"Generally yes but parking creates dangerous situations" 
"Agree but traffic at busy times can be hazardous" 
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Development 

90% value the green space and there is a strong desire o protect it and 
prevent development. 

Some concern that the NP is intended to promote development 

However, if development were to happen then a preference for individual 
plots or perhaps small developments with affordable homes a priority (but still 
a low priority 

Asked about more development restrictions the split was ~ 3.2 in favour but 
comments suggest that perhaps people don't always understand what that 
might mean 
Over 75% felt it was important to maintain the look and feel of Styal 

 
Land Use 

Just over 50% of respondents don't want land allocated to business use 

BUT the other ~ 50% favoured food/restaurants and shops/retail83%  

Which probably relates to the current feelings about village amentieis 

 
Conclusions 

• Residents enjoy the green, rural nature of Styal and want to keep it that way 
• Traffic and parking are serious concerns 
• Improvements to state of roads/footpaths 
• Improvement to public transport 
• Village amenities need to be improved 
• Harmonise visitor/resident relationship 
Councillor Highfield stated that he expected there would be additional necessary expenses required before 
the funding for the Neighbourhood Plan would be available. Currently there is £500 available from the 
Council's budget for interim expenses, he requested that this sum be increased to cover unforseen 
eventualities. Councillors 
Councillors agreed that the budge amount for the Neighbourhood Plan should be increased to £3,000. 
Proposed by Councillor Novak, seconded by Councillor Moss. 

10 VILLAGE MATTERS 
10.1 Village Signs and Notice Board 

The notice board and the village signs have been delivered and will be installed in the very near future. 
10.2 Christmas Tree  

The Christmas tree will be smaller than last year's due to a shortage of supply and escalating costs. 
10.2.1 Replacement of Electricity Supply 

The Clerk has more than one reminder to CEC but regarding the installation of a new supply unit but has had 
no response to date. 
Councillor Buckley stated that it was important to have the new unit installed to ensure that the lights do not 
go off during any events. 

10.2.2 Lights Switch on Event 
After some misunderstanding about dates, it has been agreed that the Christmas tree and lights will be 
installed when it is most convenient for Councillor Buckley and his helpers but no later than 4th December. 
The lights will be tested but not switched on until 5.00pm on 5th December. The SVA has arranged an event 
from 5.00pm to 6.00pm when residents can partake of carols, mince pies and mulled wine. 
 The new notice board would be delivered to Councillor Buckley c/o Quarry Bank and the company has stated 
that delivery of the notice board would be in the near future. 

10.3 Other Village Matters  
• Communication with the SVA 

To discuss the possibility of holding regular PC/SVA meetings - three a year? Also to ensure there is 
regular email communication between the Council and the SVA when appropriate. 

• Field Behind the Horseshoe 
This issue was dealt with as part of Item 6 - Public Participation. 
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11 FINANCIAL MATTERS 
11.1 Authorisation of Payments   

Proposed by Councillor Dixon, seconded by Councillor Moss 
£ 120.00  Ashley Waller    Christmas Tree 
£ 179.99  Rise Design   Website (late payment - overlooked invoice) 

11.2 Other Financial Matters  
None 

12 BUS SERVICE IN STYAL 
• 130  Bus 

Councillor Stockton contacted the CEC Member Enquiry Service on our behalf but has not yet had a 
response 

• Bus Service Improvement Plans 
Councillor Stockton also emailed the CEC Member Enquiry Service on our behalf in the hope that the 
plan's author, Richard Hibbert, would contact us with a view to using Styal in one of the pilot schemes. 
Again Don has had no response to date. 

13 SHARED ITEMS 
• Website 

To note that the website designer is in the process of updating the website to add the remembrance day 
images. The website does get outof date frequently and it needs revisiting. 

• Community Governance Review 
The public consultation ends on 28th November 2021 and if a lot of people respond then there is a 
possibility that Styal's preferences will be listened to regarding the number of Councillors and the transfer 
of Styal land to Handforth. 
The consultation can be found at: https://surveys.cheshireeast.gov.uk/s/CGReview2/ 

14 CORRESPONDENCE 
Emails: forwarded to Councillors 
Post:  
Commercial  Mail shots 

15 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION (10 MINUTES) 
A resident enquired if there had been any progress on the closed part of Altrincham Road. 
The Clerk reported that there little progress because the key officer working on this issue was also involved 
with the flooding on Moss Lane and, understandably, the flooding problem took precedence 

16 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
Monday 10th January 2022 Monday 21st February 2022 at 7.30pm in Earlams Log Cabin  
 
 

The Chairman thanked everyone for attending and closed the meeting 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Signed: ________________________ Chairman  10th January 2022 
 

https://surveys.cheshireeast.gov.uk/s/CGReview2/
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